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Abstract

This paper explores the correlation between clitic climbing and restructuring. In particular, it offers evidence from Catalan and cross-linguistic data to demonstrate that restructuring is universal and that clitic climbing is a facultative epiphenomenon of restructuring. In this sense, the proposal presented here claims that restructuring verbs select an embedded clause headed by a C\textsubscript{def}/T\textsubscript{def}. It also shows that languages triggering clitic climbing display a higher degree of transparency and that the (un)availability of clitic climbing in a particular language is derived by the nature of the embedded v.
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1. Introduction

Clitic climbing (CC hereinafter) is a well-known phenomenon, widely explored in the literature (since the seminal studies by Rizzi 1976, 1982, Aissen & Perlmutter 1976 and Kayne 1975) attested in different Romance varieties, whereby the clitic belonging to the non-finite form is hosted by the matrix verb (1b). In principle, no matter how many infinitives appear in the structure, the clitic can occupy different positions, as is depicted in (2) and (3).

(1) Catalan, Bonet (2002: 984)
   a. Comença a fer **-ho**.
       begins to do.INF CL.ACC.NEUT.
   b. **Ho** comença a fer
       CL.ACC.NEUT begins to do.INF
       ‘(S)he begins to do it’

(2) Catalan
   (Hi) vaig haver (-hi) de continuar (-hi) anant.
   CL.LOC go-PRES.IND.1SG have.INF CL.LOC of continue.INF CL.LOC go.GER
   ‘I had to continue going there’

(3) Occitan, BatelÒC
   Las estelas casudas a molons que se ’n
   the stars fallen to stacks that CL.SE.3SG CL.PART.
   tornan al cèl lusir jamai (o)
   come-back.PRES.IND.3PL to-the sky bright.INF never CL.ACC.NEUT
   aurián degut (o) aturar de (o) far.
   have.COND.3PL had.PPT CL.ACC.NEUT stop.INF of CL.ACC.NEUT do.INF
   ‘The many fallen stars which come back to the sky to shine as they should have never stopped doing so’

CC has different patterns of variation across languages: as the examples above show, CC can be optional in some languages, like Occitan or Catalan; in other languages it becomes mandatory, like in Neapolitan (4) or Sardinian (5); and there are some languages, such as Brazilian Portuguese (6) or French (7), in which CC is ruled out.

(4) Neapolitan, Ledgeway (2000: 88)
   ‘o jamm’ a chiammà.
   CL.ACC.3SG go.PRES.1PL to call.INF
   ‘I’ll go to call him’

---

1 CC is also attested in non-Romance languages, like Croatian (Progovac 1993; Paradís 2019) or Czech (Dotlácil 2008). In this paper I only analyse CC in Romance languages.

2 In Northern Occitan varieties the clitic occupies a position in the non-finite domain (Romeu & Bianchi 2005: 208).
(5) Sardinian, Jones (1993: 142)
Juanne \textbf{lu} potet fâkere.
Juanne \textbf{CL.ACC.NEUT} \textbf{can.PRES.IND.3SG} do.INF
‘Juanne can do it’

(6) Brazilian Portuguese, Cyrino (2010:189)
*\textbf{Me} quis \textbf{telefonar} ontem.
\textbf{CL.1SG} \textbf{want.PERF.IND.3SG} call.INF \textbf{yesterday}
‘(S)he wanted to call me yesterday’

(7) French, Kayne (1989: 239)
*\textbf{Jean} \textbf{les} veut voir
\textbf{Jean} \textbf{CL.ACC.M.PL} \textbf{want.PRES.IND.3SG} see.INF
‘Jean wants to see them’

In the case of Catalan, the phenomenon has been considered optional (Fabra 1933; Hernanz & Rigau 1984; Picallo 1990; Solà-Pujols 2002, a.o), although there is a strong tendency towards CC (Paradís 2018, 2019).

From a formal perspective, what is interesting about CC is that it constitutes an example of cyclic movement;\footnote{Cardinaletti & Shlonsky (2004) claim that CC does not involve cyclic movement. I will provide here evidence against this view.} it is, therefore, a revealing scenario to explore a crucial notion in linguistic theory: locality. One of the most extended formal approaches in the literature to explain the apparent anti-locality of CC argues that CC contexts are monoclausal structures, involving a bare VP or vP (Rizzi 1982; Zubizarreta 1982; Manzini 1983; Rosen 1990; Picallo 1990; Wurmbrand 2001, 2004; Cardinaletti & Shlonsky 2004; Grano 2015). In this paper, I will argue in favour of a biclausal approach to restructuring. I will also show that CC is not mandatory in restructuring contexts.\footnote{I use here the term restructuring as a descriptive label that refers to those contexts in which there are interclausal phenomena and long-distance dependencies.} Finally, I will claim that restructuring is universal and the (im)possibility of CC is derived by the nature of the embedded \(v\).

The structure of the paper is as follows: in section 2, I will offer a description of CC and restructuring in Catalan; in section 3, I will explore the correlation between CC and restructuring; in section 4, I will analyse restructuring contexts as involving biclausal structures headed by a \(C_{\text{def}}/T_{\text{def}}\) and I will present an analysis to explain the different CC patterns attested in Romance languages. I present some concluding remarks in section 5.

2. Clitic climbing and restructuring in Catalan: extending the scope of triggering verbs

In Catalan, CC is triggered by the core class of restructuring verbs, that is, modals, aspectuals and verbs of motion (Aissen & Perlmutter 1976; Rizzi 1976, 1982;
These three verbal classes may also trigger different transparency effects across languages. Another traditional test associated with restructuring is auxiliary switch (8), whereby the matrix auxiliary is selected by the infinitive. In the case of Catalan, the phenomenon was widely attested in Old Catalan (9) and it has been preserved in Algherese (10) and Majorcan.

(8) Standard Italian, Rizzi (1976: 2)
   a. Gli invitati hanno cominciato ad arrivare alle cinque.
      the guests have.PRES.IND.3PL start.PPT to arrive.INF at-the-five
   b. Gli invitati sono cominciati ad arrivare alle cinque.
      the guests be.PRES.IND.3PL start.PPT.M.PL to arrive.INF at-the-five
   ‘The guests began to arrive at 5’

(9) Old Catalan, Diàlegs [St. Gregori], xiv
   qui no era volgut romanir per grat, romàs per força.
   who NEG be.IMPF.IND.3SG wanted stay.INF by-hook, stay.PRET by-crook
   ‘who did not want to stay by hook stayed by crook’

(10) Algherese, Etnotext3, Corpus Francesc Ballone
   Los algueresos no hi són volguts anar.
   the Algheresi NEG CL.LOC be.PRES.IND.3PL wanted.PPT.M.PL go.INF
   ‘The Algheresi didn’t want to go there’

Long object movement (11)-(12) is another test that has been attributed to restructuring configurations. In these contexts the object of the embedded clause appears as the matrix subject (Rizzi 1976, 1982; Burzio 1986: §1.6.2; Rochette 1988: § 2.2.2.2).

(11) Spanish
   Más de cien proyectos se volvieron a presentar en esa convocatoria.
   more of hundred projects CL.REFL.3 came-back to present.INF in that call
   ‘More than one hundred projects were submitted again to that call’

(12) Catalan
   Els problemes ambientals s’han pogut resoldre.
   the problems environmental CL.REFL.3 have can.PPT resolve.INF
   ‘The environmental problems were able to be solved’

A similar transparency effect is SE-agreement in pronominal structures headed by the clitic se. In these contexts the matrix verb agrees with the embedded object (13b)-(14a). This phenomenon is optional in different Romance languages, like in

Due to space restrictions, in this paper I leave aside causative and perception structures. In these structures, CC shows different patterns to the one attested in restructuring verbs. See Paradís (2019: ch. 2 and references therein) for a description and analysis of these structures.
European Portuguese (13a,b). However, it is important to note that in Catalan —with the exception of North-Western Catalan— agreement is always mandatory (14a). In fact the same scenario is found in simple structures (14b) in this language (see Alonso & Suïls 1998).

(13) European Portuguese, Gonçalves (1999: 334)
   a. Quer-se resolver os problemas sociais do
      want.PRES.IND.3SG CL.REFL.3 solve.INF the problems social of-the
      bairro.
      neighbourhood
   b. Querem-se resolver os problemas sociais do
      want.PRES.IND.3PL CL.REFL.3 solve.INF the problems social of-the
      bairro.
      neighbourhood
      ‘One wants to solve the social problems of the neighbourhood’

(14) Catalan
   a. Es comencaven / *començava a fer
      CL.REFL.3 start.IMP.PV.IND.3PL/ IMP.PV.IND.3SG to make.INF
      reformes profundes llavors.
      reforms deep then
      ‘Deep reforms started to be made then’
   b. Es fan / *fa reformes profundes.
      CL.REFL.3 make.PRES.IND.3PL/ PRES.IND.3SG reforms deep
      ‘Deep reforms are made’

All the aforementioned tests are considered the traditional tests for restructuring. In Catalan, other phenomena can be included as part of the repertoire of transparency effects. As shown in Llop & Paradís (2023), the possibility to license the presuppositional negative marker pas in the embedded clause (15) is a reliable test for restructuring.

(15) Catalan
    No {vol/pot/intenta} (pas) fugir (pas) quan té problemes.⁶
    NEG wants/can/tries NPI escape.INF NPI when has problems
    ‘(S)he does not want/can/try to escape at all when (s)he has problems’

Subject inversion, which is available in Catalan, Spanish and E. Portuguese, might also be considered a restructuring phenomenon. In these structures the matrix subject appears in the embedded clause (Solà 2002; Ordóñez 2007, 2018; Herbeck 2013; Paradís 2018, 2019), as the following examples from Catalan (16) and E. Portuguese (17) show. The position of the explicit subject in the embedded clause might be analysed as deriving from remnant movement of the infinitive into the matrix clause, which would occupy a position above the subject of the main clause (18). Note

⁶ Pas is analysed as a strong negative polarity item (NPI) and a presuppositional negative marker (PresNeg) (Llop 2020; Llop & Paradís 2023). For the sake of clarity, in this paper it is glossed as NPI.
that, if one adopts this perspective, the explicit subject in the embedded clause would represent a case of apparent backward control —for an analysis along these lines see Ordóñez (2007), Bok-Bennema (2010), Gallego (2011), Herbeck (2013, 2015).\(^7\)

(16) Catalan, Paradís (2018: 283)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Al final, } & \text{ hi (=amb ell) va poder contactar la Mariona per correu.} \\
\text{at-the end, } & \text{ go-PRES.IND.3SG can.INF contact-INF the Mariona by mail} \\
\text{'In the end, Mariona was able to contact him by mail'}
\end{align*}
\]

(17) European Portuguese, Costa (2004: 98)

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\text{Querem/tentam}\} \text{ ler todos os alunos esse livro.} \\
\text{want/try.PRES.IND.3PL read-INF all the students that book} \\
\text{‘All students want/try to read that book’}
\end{align*}
\]

(18) a. \[
\begin{align*}
[\text{TP la Mariona va poder } [CP [\text{TP PRO } [\text{V contactar per correu }]]]]
\end{align*}
\]

b. \[
\begin{align*}
[\text{TP va poder; } [\text{V la Mariona t} [CP [\text{TP PRO } [\text{V contactar per correu }]]]]]
\end{align*}
\]

c. \[
\begin{align*}
[\text{TP va poder; contactar; } [\text{V la Mariona t} [CP [\text{TP PRO } [\text{V t per correu}]]]]]
\end{align*}
\]

So far, all the examples used to illustrate the different transparency phenomena involve modals, aspectuals and verbs of motion, which have often been analysed in the literature as functional heads (Napoli 1981, Rochette 1988, Rosen 1989, Cinque 2001 and subseq., Cardinaletti & Shlonsky 2004, Grano 2015);\(^8\) however, restructuring goes beyond the aforementioned verbs. Indeed, according to the literature, in the case of CC, the phenomenon is attested in a large group of control verbs (Hernanz & Rigau 1984; Llinàs 1990-1991; Solà-Pujols 2002; Herbeck 2013; Paradís 2018, 2019: § 3.5, § 4.2) that cannot be analysed as functional heads (see Paradís 2018, 2019: § 3.5.3).\(^9\)

(19) Catalan

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{N’ han planificat/decidit fer dos, de viatges.} \\
\text{CL.PART have.PRES.IND.3PL planned/decided.PPT make.INF two, of trips.} \\
\text{‘They planned/decided to make two (of trips)’}
\end{align*}
\]

---

\(^7\) I adopt here the analysis presented by Gallego (2011), who departs from Ordóñez’s approach (2007). Note that a backward control analysis of these structures is also compatible with the approach to restructuring presented in this paper.

\(^8\) There are some authors who postulate a lexical nature for some restructuring verbs (Gonçalves 1999 and subseq., Balza 2012, Wurmbrand 2004, a.o.). For a review of the different approaches, see Paradís (2019: § 3.5).

\(^9\) The scope of triggering verbs is subject to not only cross-linguistic variation but also inter-speaker variation. In this sense, see Paradís 2019 (ch. 3 and references therein). This paper offers a broad picture of the phenomenon in Romance, but the main focus is on Catalan. As pointed out by one reviewer, the functional vs lexical nature of matrix verbs may also have an impact on the properties of the embedded complements. For an analysis of this, see Paradís (2019: § 5.3).
(20) Catalan
La Marina hi ha recomanat anar.
the Marina has recommended to go.

‘Marina has recommended me to go there’

(21) Catalan
M’ hi ha semblat veure la Maria,
at-the restaurant ‘It seemed to me that I saw Maria at the restaurant’

Likewise, it is important to note that, as shown in Paradís (2019), the extension of the class of restructuring verbs is also visible in other transparency phenomena, like long object movement (22), SE-agreement (23), and the embedded presuppositional negative marker pas (24).

(22) Catalan
Els problemes ambientals s’/es {aconseguiran/necessitaran/ decideiran} resoldre aviat.
the problems environmental {manage/need/decide} to be resolved soon
lit. ‘The environmental problems will {manage/need/decide} to be resolved soon’

(23) Catalan
S’ han planificat /decidit aplicar més lleis per regular els preus de l’ habitatge.
have.3PL plan /decide.PPT apply.INF more laws to regulate the prices of the housing
lit. ‘More laws were planned/decided to be applied to regulate house prices’

‘It was projected/decided to apply more laws to regulate house prices’

(24) Catalan
No ho aprèn a fer pas.
NEG learn.PRES.IND.3SG to do.INF NPI
‘(S)he does not learn to do it at all’

This scenario is not unique to Catalan; other Romance languages display similar patterns, as the examples below from European Portuguese (25) (Magro 2005), Spanish (26) or Occitan (27) show.11

10 (22) might be translated into English as follows: ‘They will soon decide to resolve the environmental problems’.

11 As one reviewer points out, it is important to note that in the case of European Portuguese the scenario is more complex: proclisis triggers (such as the adverb já ‘already’ in (25)) favour CC.
Thus, cross-linguistic data reveal that the class of restructuring verbs also includes implicative verbs, verbs like try, and desiderative and directive verbs. In the next section I will explore the correlation between CC and restructuring.

3. Clitic climbing as a facultative epiphenomenon of restructuring

CC is considered one of the most reliable tests for restructuring. One of the major correlations defended in previous literature is the one stated in (28):

(28) Presence of CC → presence of restructuring
    Absence of CC → absence of restructuring

According to (28), the presence of CC is taken as a necessary and sufficient condition for restructuring (Aissen & Perlmutter 1976; Napoli 1981; Rizzi 1982; Burzio 1986; Rochette 1988; Rosen 1989; Picallo 1990; Bok-Bennema & Kampers-Mahne 1994; González-Lopez 2008, among others). Contrary to this analysis, I claim that CC is a facultative epiphenomenon of restructuring and, therefore, its absence does not imply the absence of restructuring. If we take into consideration the analysis of the intersection between CC and other transparency phenomena, we can see that Catalan data offer evidence in favour of this claim. As illustrated in (29) below, the long-distance licensing of the embedded presuppositional negative marker pas takes place regardless of CC. Likewise, in structures involving subject inversion, CC is not mandatory (30a).

(29) Catalan
    a. No vull anar -hi pas.
       NEG want.PRES.1SG go.INF CL.LOC NPI
    b. No hi vull anar pas.
       NEG CL.LOC want.PRES.1SG go.INF NPI
    ‘I don’t want to go there at all’
There is no need to climb!
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(30) Catalan
a. Va poder contactar - hi la Mariona per correu.
go.PRES.3SG can.INF contact.INF CL.LOC the Mariona for mail  

b. Hi va poder contactar la Mariona per correu.  
CL.LOC go.PRES.3SG can.INF contact.INF the Mariona for mail

‘Mariona was able to contact him by mail’

The optionality of CC is also attested in other languages like some Italo-Romance varieties (Cardinaletti & Shlonsky 2004; Manzini & Savoia 2005: §7.1.2; Cinque 2006: 29-30). In these varieties it has been claimed that CC is not mandatory in the presence of auxiliary switch (31).

(31) Some Italo-Romance varieties, Manzini & Savoia (2005: 386)
Sono voluto andarcì per forza.  
be.PRES-IND.1SG want.M.SG go.INF CL.LOC by force

‘I just had to go there’

Further evidence comes from languages that, despite blocking CC, may trigger other transparency effects. For instance, long-distance licensing of NPIs in Brazilian Portuguese (32) (Modesto 2016), L- tous —also known as leftward quantifier movement— in French (33) (Kayne 1975; Taraldsen 1981: 254; Rochette 1988: 15; among others).

(32) Brazilian Portuguese, Modesto (2016)
Ele não quer [o fazer nunca]
he NEG want.PRES.3SG CL.ACC.M.SG do.INF never

‘He never wants to do it’

(33) French, Taraldsen (1981: 254)
Elle aurait tout voulu comprendre.  
she have.COND.3SG all want.PPT understand.INF

‘She would have wanted to understand everything’

Interestingly, transparency effects may also involve morphological phenomena. For instance, in Swedish, restructuring effects involve copying/agreeing matrix tense features onto the embedded verb (34) (Wiklund 2007: 37-46). This phenomenon is of particular interest because it reveals that restructuring is linked to tense; in other words: the embedded clause constitutes a defective domain regarding the temporal features in C and T. I will return to this idea later.

(34) Swedish, Wiklund (2007: 37)

a. Han började att steka en fisk.
he started.PAST COMP fry.INF a fish

b. Han började o stekte en fisk.
he begin.PAST COMP fry.PAST a fish

‘He started to fry a fish’
All the aforementioned facts lead us to reinforce the hypothesis that the absence of CC does not imply the absence of restructuring; I argue that restructuring is universal and what differentiates languages is the way in which it becomes visible, that is, the set of transparency phenomena. At this point, it is necessary to consider what defines restructuring. In other words: are restructuring verbs an accidental class, or do they share a specific property? In order to answer this question, I will adopt the opposite perspective: which verbs block systematically restructuring phenomena? As defended in Paradís (2019), propositional and factive verbs do not trigger transparency effects. The following examples from Catalan illustrate the non-restructuring nature of these verbs: the embedded *pas* (35), long object movement (36), SE-agreement (37) or CC (38) cannot be licensed if the matrix verb belongs to these verbal classes.

(35) Catalan
- a. No lamenta *pas* fugir quan té problemes.
   - NEG regret.PRES.3SG NPI go.away.INF when has problems
- b. *No lamenta fugir *pas* quan té problemes.
   - NEG regrets go.away.INF NPI when has problems
   ‘(S)he does not regret going away when (s)he has problems’

(36) Catalan
*Els *problems ambientals *s’ han* defensat
- the problems environmental CL.REF.3SG have.PRES.3PL defend.PPT
  solve.INF
‘Environmental problems are claimed to be solved’

(37) Catalan
*S’ han* lamentat/afirmat proposar *lleis noves.
- CL.SE have.PRES.3PL regret/claim.PPT propose.INF laws new
‘One regrets proposing/claims to propose new laws’

(38) Catalan
*La Núria hi va afirmar haver anat la nit anterior.
- the Nuria CL.LOC go.PRES.3SG affirm.INF have.INF go.PPT the night before.
before
‘Núria affirmed she had gone there the night before’

The non-restructuring nature of propositional and factive verbs is also visible across languages: for instance, the copying phenomenon in Swedish is ruled out (39) (Wiklund 2007: 37), as well as the L-tous phenomenon in French (40) (Rochette 1988: 15; also Taraldsen 1981: 254) and the long-distance licensing of the NPI *nunca* in B. Portuguese (41).  

---

12 These observations match the Implicational Complementation Hierarchy (ICH) proposed by Wurmbrand & Lohninger (2019) —which departs from Givón’s (1980) Binding Hierarchy—, according to which propositional and factive verbs are expected to be the least transparent class.
(39) Swedish, Wiklund (2007: 37)
*Han var **ledsen** över o miste **jobbet**.
he be.AUX.PAST regret.PPT PREP COMP loss.PAST job
‘He regretted losing his job’

(40) French, Rochette (1988: 15)
*Jean a **tous** {cru/déclaré} **les** **avoir**
Jean have.PRES.3SG all believe/declare.PPT CL.ACC.M.3PL have.INF
read.PPT.M.PL
‘Jean believed/declared having read them all’

(41) Brazilian Portuguese
*A **Lina** não **afirma** estudar **nunca**.
the Lina NEG claim.PRES.3SG study.INF never
‘*Lina does not claim to ever (=never) study’

In order to explain the asymmetries between triggering verbs and non-triggering verbs, I argue that the relevant property to define restructuring verbs is that they select for an embedded clause with a rigid temporal orientation. More precisely, restructuring verbs are those constraining the temporal orientation of the embedded clause, so that the embedded event can only have a simultaneous reading —as in the case of aspectual or implicative verbs (42)— or a prospective reading —as in the case of desiderative or directive verbs (43).

(42) Catalan
*Ahir {vaig aprendre a / intentar} dir -ho **avui**.
yesterday go.PRES.1SG learn.INF to / try.INF say.INF CL.NEUT today
‘*Yesterday, I learnt/tried to say it today’

(43) Catalan
*Avui {he decidit / proposat} dir -ho **ahir**.
today have.PRES.1SG decide.PPT / propose.PPT say.INF CL.NEUT yesterday
‘*Today I decided/proposed to say it yesterday’

Conversely, propositional and factive verbs display a neutral temporal orientation —or unselected in Landau’s (2004) and Wiklund’s (2007) terms— so that their embedded clause can have all possible readings: simultaneous (44a), prospective (44b) and also anteriority (44c).

(44) Catalan
a. **Ahir** va **afirmar venir avui**.
yesterday go.PRES.3SG claim.INF come.INF today
‘Yesterday (s)he claimed to come today’
b. Afirma **fer -ho sovint**.
claim.PRES.3SG do.INF CL.NEUT often
‘(S)he claims to do it often’
c. **Aquest matí** ha confessat haver ho dit ahir.

‘This morning (s)he agreed to have said it yesterday’

4. A bi-clausal approach to clitic climbing

So far I have shown that what defines restructuring is tense defectiveness; more specifically, the property shared by restructuring verbs is that they select an embedded clause with a rigid temporal orientation. This makes the infinitival clause a transparent domain from which it is possible to establish long-distance dependencies. In particular, I claim that restructuring verbs select a C_{def}/T_{def} embedded clause that is phi-defective [–person] and has unvalued tense features, which have to be valued by the matrix clause. It is interesting to note that this approach echoes previous analyses of restructuring in which tense played a salient role (Kayne 1989; Terzi 1994; Roberts 1997; Gonçalves 1999).\(^{13}\) I provide below evidence for the biclausal analysis.

a) In Catalan, the presence of negation in the embedded clause is possible despite the presence of transparency effects. However, contrary to what has been suggested in the literature (Cardinaletti & Shlonsky 2004; Magro 2004; Andrade 2010), these cases do not involve constituent, but sentential negation, since they may license NPIs, such as *enlloc* ‘nowhere’, as shown in (45).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Catalan} & \\
S' & \text{intenten no fer concerts enlloc.} \\
\text{CL}.SE & \text{try.PRES.3SG NEG do.INF concerts in-any-place} \\
\text{‘One tries to not do concerts anywhere’}
\end{align*}
\]

b) As previously noted in the bibliography, many control verbs select for an embedded clause headed by a complementiser —also called prepositional complementisers (Luján 1978; Rizzi 1982: §4; Kayne 2000; Landau 2000: §6.2; Manzini & Savoia 2005). As shown in (46), the presence of these elements does not block CC in Catalan.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Catalan} & \\
a. & \text{Ho miraré d’ acabar.} \\
\text{CL}.ACC.NEUT & \text{try.FUT.1SG COMP finish.INF} \\
\text{‘I’ll try to finish it’}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{13}\) Apart from the lexical/functional nature of the matrix verb, temporal properties also play an important role in determining the properties of clausal complements. As mentioned in footnote 8, the class of triggering verbs may vary from language to language. In this paper I do not delve into cross-linguistic variation (see Paradí 2019). See also Gonçalves, Cunha and Silvano (2010) for a fine-grained analysis of the temporal properties of (non-)restructuring verbs in European Portuguese.
b. Ho va proposar de fer aleshores.
   CL.ACC.NEUT go-PAST.3SG propose.INF COMP do.INF then
   ‘(S)he proposed to do it then’

c) One of the main lines of analysis adopted in the literature is to assume that, in the presence of transparency effects, there is an eventual unification between the matrix and the embedded verb (Napoli 1981; Rochette 1988; Rosen 1989, among others). Thus, this hypothesis predicts the impossibility of having different temporal modifiers in the two domains, given that, according to this approach, the non-finite clause constitutes a VP. However, as evidenced by (47), the presence of CC does not block the appearance of adverbs denoting different events in each clause.

(47) Catalan
   Ahir es va decidir matricular a filosofia
   yesterday CL.REFL.3SG go.PRES.3SG decide.INF enroll.INF to philosophy
   el curs vinent.
   the course coming
   ‘Yesterday (s)he decided to enrol to a Philosophy degree next year’

Furthermore, examples like the one in (48) support the presence of —at least— T in the embedded clause. Note that the position of the infinitive to the left of the adverb, which is located in the VP, reveals that the verb has moved from V-to-T (see Bok-Bennema 2006:§ 3.3.2 for a similar analysis in other languages).

(48) Catalan
   Ahir la vaig decidir visitar sovint.
   yesterday CL.ACC.F.3SG go.PRES.1SG decide.INF visit.INF often
   ‘Yesterday, I decided to visit her often’

At this point the question that arises is where the locus of variation is, in order to explain the different CC patterns attested in Romance languages. One might hypothesise that in the absence of CC the embedded clause is a full CP. However, as I have shown, CC is not mandatory in the presence of other transparency effects, and, furthermore, languages without CC may also trigger other restructuring phenomena (see also Wurmbrand 2015). Thus, if we adopted this approach, we could not explain the presence of other transparency phenomena. I will therefore argue that the embedded clause is always headed by a C_{def}/T_{def} but the clitic may be licensed in the infinitival clause. Put in other words: C_{def}/T_{def} is not a sufficient condition for CC to occur. In this sense, I claim that there are two kinds of restructuring and some languages display a higher degree of transparency in the embedded clause. In particular, I argue that the (im)possibility of CC is derived from the nature of the embedded v, which leads to the two following scenarios, assuming a probe-goal relation between clitics and their verbal host (Roberts 2010; Mavrogiorgos 2010; Gallego 2016):

i) **CC scenario:** The embedded v is φ defective, [−person], and therefore it cannot license the clitic, which remains active — i.e., its Case must be valued and deleted in order to proceed with the transfer to the
The clitic, located at the edge of the embedded v\textsubscript{def}, is still accessible to the computational system and is attracted to the main clause by the matrix probe v*, which is $\phi$ complete.

ii) **Non-CC scenario**: the embedded v* is full, i.e. [+person], and can license the clitic. The deletion of Case renders the clitic ‘frozen’ in the embedded clause, from where it is no longer accessible for further computation.

Following this phase-based approach, the anti-locality of CC is merely apparent since it does not violate the Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2001). Restructuring contexts involve a non-phasal complement headed by a C\textsubscript{def}/T\textsubscript{def} and, therefore, the movement of the clitic to the higher v* takes place within the same phase. This approach entails that the clitic is spelled out in the same clause in which it is licensed. Hence, it correctly predicts the possibility for the clitic to be spelled out in intermediate positions as well, as shown in (50a) and (50b) (pace Cardinaletti & Shlonsky 2004).

(49) Catalan
La pintora volia intentar evitar exposar -la [l’ obra] the painter wanted try.INF avoid.INF exhibit.INF CL.ACC.F.3SG the work al museu. at-the museum ‘The painter wanted to try to avoid exhibiting it [her work] at the museum’

(50) a. [volia [intentar [evitar[inf] -la […v\textsubscript{def} exposar_ al museu ]]]]
b. [volia [intentar] -la… [… v\textsubscript{def} evitar,… […v\textsubscript{def} exposar_ al museu ]]]
c. [la volia[inf] […v\textsubscript{def} intentar[…v\textsubscript{def} evitar…][…v\textsubscript{def} exposar_al museu]]]

A revealing fact that supports the analysis presented here is that languages in which the clitic cannot escape from the embedded clause are those which also block long object movement and SE agreement, as in French or Brazilian Portuguese. Further evidence in favour of this approach comes from the fact that in long passive structures, CC is mandatory (51).

(51) Catalan
El càrrec li va ser tornat a the position CL.DAT.3SG go-PRES.3SG be.INF go-back.PPT.M.SG to assignar sense que ningú no s’ hi oposés. assign.INF without that nobody no CL.SE CL.LOC oppose.IMPFV.SUBJ.3SG ‘The position was assigned to him again without anyone opposing it’

---

14 I assume clitics have Case and are subject to the Activity Condition (Chomsky 2001), according to which a syntactic object cannot move if it is rendered inactive, that is, once its features have been valuated (Chomsky 2001). See Paradís (2019: 1.2) for evidence in favour of this formal approach to clitics.
Thus, by adopting this formal approach we can explain the different degrees of transparency displayed by languages. Having now demonstrated that restructuring is universal, I propose that the traditional transparency effects—that is, the ones collected in the first works (Rizzi 1976, 1982; Aissen & Perlmutter 1976): long object movement, SE-agreement and (most saliently) CC—constitute a subtype of restructuring, attested in those Romance languages which display a higher degree of transparency (the embedded v is $\phi$-defective). This approach also offers a straightforward explanation for why certain languages, like French or Brazilian Portuguese, present other types of transparency phenomena, like A’-movements and long-distance NPIs-licensing, but CC is ruled out. Indeed: in these languages, the blocking effects regarding ‘classical’ transparency phenomena are expected, since in these languages restructuring verbs contain an embedded v* $[\phi$-complete].

5. Conclusions

The Catalan and cross-linguistic data presented here lead us to reconsider some of the major claims made in the literature on restructuring; in particular, that restructuring is only present in some languages, and CC is a necessary condition for restructuring. I have shown that restructuring is universal. Languages vary in the way restructuring becomes visible; that is, each language has its own repertoire of transparency effects. I have shown that CC is a facultative epiphenomenon of restructuring; hence, the absence of CC does not entail the absence of restructuring. As we have seen, languages display other transparency effects without CC being mandatory. Furthermore, languages without CC display different sets of transparency effects. In order to define restructuring, I have shown that the salient property shared by restructuring verbs is that they constrain the temporal orientation of the embedded clause, unlike non-restructuring verbs (i.e. propositional and factive verbs). I have argued in favour of a biclausal analysis whereby restructuring verbs select for a $C_{\text{def}}/T_{\text{def}}$ (defective $\phi$-features [-person] and unvalued tense features). However, as we have seen, the presence of $C_{\text{def}}/T_{\text{def}}$ is not sufficient to explain CC. In other words: a redefinition of restructuring is needed to account for the fact that some languages block CC. I have thus argued that some languages display a higher degree of transparency. In particular, I claim that they present an embedded $v$ which is defective [-person]. This structure makes CC possible: the clitic cannot be licensed by the embedded $v$, so it must climb in order to be licensed by the matrix $v$.
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